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The trend is broken. 
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The FOMC began to discuss cutting rates, but those talks may stall now.  The CPI and PPI data suggest 

they are not likely to re-engage seriously, with any impetus, for quite some time. 

What we know is this: 

1. The FOMC rate cut talks are relatively new. 

2. They have repeatedly said incoming data will matter. 

3. Recent CPI and PPI data have deviated from the recent trend. 

4. The trend in inflation prior to the recent data was towards 2%. 

5. They considered the trend favorable. 

6. As grounds for rate cut discussions. 

7. That trend no longer exists. 

We expect rate cut discussions to stall. 

Essentially, the trend in inflation is no longer suggesting 2% anytime soon, and that is likely to curtail any 

impetus to start cutting rates anytime soon.  We expect the sentiment about the progression towards 

2% and the rate cutting talks to go hand in hand. 

In addition, the economy appears able to handle these higher rates. 

If the economy appears able to handle these higher rates, the impetus to cut rates is also diminished.  

That compounds the influence from CPI and PPI, and suggests that the FOMC may increase the baseline 

level of rates that they believe will be appropriate to sustain their objectives. 

The higher inflation data recent, when coupled with economic data, will likely put off serious talks about 

cutting rates.  We expect that to be true until the trend in inflation starts to improve. 

Thomas H. Kee Jr. 

President and CEO 
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Evitar Corte is a Profitable Overlay, but it can be used as a standalone strategy too;  
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The standalone strategy beats the SPX by 580%, on only 8 trades since 2000, by avoiding 

crashes.  That means it has outperformed with lower risk.   

Please request the Evitar Corte Calculator. 

Our Evitar Corte Model is efficient, has significant outperformance, and can enhance the 

performance of almost any portfolio, while helping protect it from market crashes.   

Great for Retirement Plans, Buy and Hold Portfolios, Long Term Portfolios, Concentrated Positions, 

Sector Funds, Trusts, Endowments, Private Equity, and UHNW. 

Allow us to show you how Evitar Corte (market crash model) works: 

• Performance Page: Evitar Corte (performance from avoiding crashes). 

• Request a Performance Calculator that compares SPX to Evitar Corte. 

• Email Support@stocktradersdaily.com.  The .xls will include the formulas. 

Data access options: electronically (FTP), email, web direct.   

“It is what you do when you are wrong in this business that defines you.” Thomas H. Kee Jr.   

Some of our Research is also found on these institutional venues: 

• Reuters 
• Factset 
• Bloomberg 
• Refinitiv 
• Zacks 
• IB 

Biggest readers include: 

• Blackrock 
• Citadel 
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• Two Sigma 
• Invictus 
• Renaissance Tech 

Disclaimer:  Stock Traders Daily offers signals, research and model strategies in real time to subscribed 

entitled users.   

Past and current performance is no guarantee of future results, investing in the stock market involves a 

high degree of risk, investors should consult with their personal investment advisors before making any 

decisions to invest, there is no guarantee that integrated risk controls will work as intended, and 

executing risk controls requires investors to make trading decisions from time to time. 

Performance metrics are all gross of fees in a qualified plan, whereas net of fee results and taxable 

results may differ based on the unique trading expenses incurred by each investor.   

For example, the Evitar Corte Strategy has had 8 trades since 2000, by holding the benchmark ETF (SPY) 

at all times other than those when market crash warnings come from the model, and the costs investors 

may incur for the execution of trades and the hosting of assets may affect performance results. 

 


